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Question Response Frequency Percentage
P1 Now, generally speaking, would you say that things in the country are going in the

right direction, or have they pretty seriously gotten off on the wrong track?
Right Direction 651 32%
Wrong Track 1355 68%

nr2b Do you approve or disapprove of the job Joe Biden is doing as President?
Strongly Approve 406 20%

Somewhat Approve 481 24%
Somewhat Disapprove 277 14%
Strongly Disapprove 787 39%

Don’t Know / No Opinion 55 3%

P3 Now, thinking about your vote, what would you say is the top set of issues on your
mind when you cast your vote for federal offices such as U.S. Senate or Congress?

Economic Issues – like taxes, wages, jobs,
unemployment, and spending

808 40%

Security Issues – like terrorism, foreign policy, and
border security

266 13%

Health Care Issues – like the 2010 health care law,
Medicaid, other challenges

135 7%

Seniors Issues – like Medicare and Social Security 236 12%
Women’s Issues – like birth control, abortion, and equal

pay
265 13%

Education Issues – like school standards, class sizes,
school choice, and student loans

55 3%

Energy Issues – like carbon emissions, cost of
electricity/gasoline, or renewables

131 7%

Other: 111 6%

BPC2 How important of an issue, if at all, is immigration in the United States to you
personally?

Very important 850 42%
Somewhat important 707 35%

Not too important 258 13%
Not at all important 106 5%

Don’t know/No opinion 84 4%
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BPC3 Based on what you know, do you think immigrants help or hurt the United States’

economy? (N=1,049)
Help 363 35%

Neither help nor hurt 251 24%
Hurt 338 32%

Don’t know/No opinion 98 9%

BPC4 Based on what you know, do you think highly skilled immigrants help or hurt the
United States’ economy? (N=957)

Help 540 56%
Neither help nor hurt 165 17%

Hurt 151 16%
Don’t know/No opinion 102 11%

BPC5 Thinking about immigration, would you support or oppose immigrants coming to live
and work in the United States?

Strongly support 543 27%
Somewhat support 701 35%
Somewhat oppose 306 15%
Strongly oppose 264 13%

Don’t know/No opinion 192 10%

BPC6 Thinking about immigration, would you support or oppose highly skilled people
coming to live and work in the United States?

Strongly support 804 40%
Somewhat support 726 36%
Somewhat oppose 148 7%
Strongly oppose 146 7%

Don’t know/No opinion 181 9%

BPC7_1NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. It will put a strain on local government resources (N=295)

Selected 130 44%
Not Selected 164 56%

BPC7_2NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. It will displace American workers (N=295)

Selected 212 72%
Not Selected 83 28%

BPC7_3NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. It will create overcrowding in schools (N=295)

Selected 102 35%
Not Selected 192 65%
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BPC7_4NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?

Please select all that apply. It will increase housing prices (N=295)
Selected 86 29%

Not Selected 209 71%

BPC7_5NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. It will increase crime (N=295)

Selected 102 34%
Not Selected 193 66%

BPC7_6NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. It will change the character of communities (N=295)

Selected 66 23%
Not Selected 228 77%

BPC7_7NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. People aren’t vetted when they enter the country (N=295)

Selected 99 34%
Not Selected 196 66%

BPC7_8NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. Other, please specify (N=295)

Selected 14 5%
Not Selected 280 95%

BPC7_9NET Why do you oppose highly-skilled people coming to live and work in the United States?
Please select all that apply. Don’t know/No opinion (N=295)

Selected 10 3%
Not Selected 285 97%

BPC8 How familiar are you, if at all, with the process of becoming a permanent resident
(also known as getting a green card ) in the United States?

Very familiar 325 16%
Somewhat familiar 764 38%

Not too familiar 612 31%
Not at all familiar 304 15%
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BPC9 Have you, a family member, co-worker, or friend gone through the green card process

to live and work in the U.S.?
Yes, I have personally gone through the green card

process
88 4%

Yes, a family member has gone through the green card
process

203 10%

Yes, a co-worker has gone through the green card
process

123 6%

Yes, a friend has gone through the green card process 247 12%
No 1344 67%

BPC10 To your knowledge, did you, your family member, or friend receive a green card to live
and work in the U.S. based on specific skills or by being sponsored by an employer
(known as an employment-based green card)? (N=662)

Yes 300 45%
No 224 34%

Don’t know/Unsure 138 21%

BPC11 Some say $e://Field/BPC_rand2aOthers say $e://Field/BPC_rand2bBased on what
you know, do you support or oppose the United States providing green cards to
immigrants to live and work in the United States?

Strongly support 653 33%
Somewhat support 758 38%
Somewhat oppose 233 12%
Strongly oppose 140 7%

Don’t know/No opinion 221 11%

BPC11pt4d1 Some say providing green cards takes jobs from native-born workers in the U.S.Others
say providing green cards helps fill in-demand open jobs in growing industries to help
grow the U.S. economy.Based on what you know, do you support or oppose the United
States providing green cards to immigrants to live and work in the United States?
(N=1,005)

Strongly support 330 33%
Somewhat support 370 37%
Somewhat oppose 118 12%
Strongly oppose 78 8%

Don’t know/No opinion 109 11%
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BPC11pt13d Some say providing green cards helps fill in-demand open jobs in growing industries

to help grow the U.S. economy.Others say providing green cards takes jobs from
native-born workers in the U.S.Based on what you know, do you support or oppose
the United States providing green cards to immigrants to live and work in the United
States? (N=1,001)

Strongly support 323 32%
Somewhat support 388 39%
Somewhat oppose 115 12%
Strongly oppose 63 6%

Don’t know/No opinion 112 11%

BPC12 The United States gives out on average 140,000 green cards a year to immigrants and
their families based on their specific skills or by being sponsored by their employer to
permanently live and work in the United States. The current U.S. workforce is about
159 million people, and there are currently 11 million jobs open, with 6 million people
unemployed.Based on what you know, do you think 140,000 employment-based green
cards are too many, too few, or the right amount? (N=1,023)

Too many 236 23%
The right amount 346 34%

Too few 187 18%
Don’t know/No opinion 254 25%

BPC13 Out of approximately 1 million green cards given out each year, 140,000 are given to
people sponsored by employers, investors, or somehow linked to the economy and their
families. The rest of the green cards are given to immigrants sponsored by U.S. family
members, refugees and asylees, and a small number via lottery.Based on what you
know, do you think 140,000 employment-based green cards are too many, too few, or
the right amount? (N=983)

Too many 233 24%
The right amount 332 34%

Too few 146 15%
Don’t know/No opinion 271 28%

BPC14 Based on what you know, or your best guess, what is the average time it takes for
someone sponsored for an employment-based green card to receive it?

Less than six months 78 4%
Six months to 1 year 379 19%

1-2 years 407 20%
3-5 years 248 12%
6-9 years 63 3%

10-14 years 50 2%
15 years or more 14 1%

Don’t know/No opinion 767 38%
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BPC15 As you may know, the average waiting time for an employment-based green card from

the United States is determined by an applicant’s origin country. For example,
someone applying for a green card from a country with a smaller population and few
applicants like Romania will wait around two years, while someone applying for a
green card from a country with a larger population like India with many applicants
can wait for a decade or longer.Based on what you know, do you agree or disagree
that the waiting time for an employment-based green card to the United States should
vary based on what country someone is from?

Strongly agree 265 13%
Somewhat agree 513 26%

Somewhat disagree 469 23%
Strongly disagree 311 15%

Don’t know/No opinion 448 22%

BPC16_1 In your opinion, do the following average wait times seem too long, too short, or the
right amount for an employment-based green card from the United States? For those
whose origin country is India, the average wait time has been 11 years

Too long 1188 59%
The right amount 363 18%

Too short 110 5%
Don’t know/No opinion 344 17%

BPC16_2 In your opinion, do the following average wait times seem too long, too short, or the
right amount for an employment-based green card from the United States? For those
whose origin country China, average wait time has been 3 and a half years

Too long 614 31%
The right amount 617 31%

Too short 364 18%
Don’t know/No opinion 410 20%

BPC16_3 In your opinion, do the following average wait times seem too long, too short, or the
right amount for an employment-based green card from the United States? For the
rest of the world, average wait time has been 2 years

Too long 513 26%
The right amount 879 44%

Too short 239 12%
Don’t know/No opinion 376 19%

BPC17_1 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive
or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Increasing employment-based immigration
to the United States

Positive impact on U.S. economy 850 42%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 421 21%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 371 18%
Don’t know/No opinion 364 18%
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BPC17_2 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive

or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Increasing high-skilled employment-based
immigration to the United States

Positive impact on U.S. economy 1141 57%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 323 16%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 245 12%
Don’t know/No opinion 297 15%

BPC17_3 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive
or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Removing green card country caps that
apply the same limit on green cards to people from a large country like India and
small country like Iceland in a given year

Positive impact on U.S. economy 541 27%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 500 25%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 417 21%
Don’t know/No opinion 548 27%

BPC17_4 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive
or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Allowing foreign students with in-demand
degrees such as those in the sciences, technology, engineering, and math to stay and
work in the United States after graduation

Positive impact on U.S. economy 1124 56%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 334 17%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 254 13%
Don’t know/No opinion 294 15%

BPC17_5 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive
or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Commiting government resources to clear
the green card backlog for immigrants who have been in the system waiting for a
response to their green card application

Positive impact on U.S. economy 718 36%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 484 24%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 381 19%
Don’t know/No opinion 423 21%

BPC17_6 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive
or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Make available unused green cards from
previous years to new applicants rather than letting them go to waste.

Positive impact on U.S. economy 809 40%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 437 22%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 329 16%
Don’t know/No opinion 431 22%
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BPC17_7 Thinking about immigration, do you think each of the following would have a positive

or negative impact on the U.S. economy? Not counting dependents in the overall total
number of Green Cards given out in a given year.

Positive impact on U.S. economy 432 22%
Neither positive nor negative impact on U.S. economy 506 25%

Negative impact on U.S. economy 545 27%
Don’t know/No opinion 524 26%

BPC18 Currently, within the overall green card cap for the world, U.S. law also limits the
number of green cards that can be given out to people from any one country in a given
year, without considering the demand for green cards from that country or its
population.This means that countries with a large number of applicants and a big
population like India and China have the same number of available green cards as
smaller countries with very few applicants, such as Luxembourg and Ghana, leading
to much longer waiting times for Indian and Chinese immigrants. Congress has the
ability to remove this per-country cap for green cards.Based on what you know, do
you support or oppose Congress passing legislation to remove the per-country cap?

Strongly support 336 17%
Somewhat support 593 30%
Somewhat oppose 354 18%
Strongly oppose 282 14%

Don’t know/No opinion 442 22%

BPC19_1 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing
legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? This legislation would
do away with discrimination in immigration policy by ending rules that punish people
from India and China simply because these countries have the most applicants for
employment-based green cards. (N=1,646)

Much more likely to support 295 18%
Somewhat more likely to support 355 22%

Neither more nor less likely to support 385 23%
Somewhat less likely to support 149 9%

Much less likely to support 217 13%
Don’t know/No opinion 246 15%
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BPC19_2 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing

legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? This legislation would
fix the current system which is unfair to people coming from countries with more
applicants for green cards, making them wait decades without the ability to change
employers easily, or get promoted, and sometimes results in their children growing up
and not being able to stay with them in the United States. (N=1,598)

Much more likely to support 346 22%
Somewhat more likely to support 373 23%

Neither more nor less likely to support 320 20%
Somewhat less likely to support 143 9%

Much less likely to support 160 10%
Don’t know/No opinion 256 16%

BPC19_3 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing
legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? This legislation would
open up American innovation by removing a cap that discriminates against people
sponsored for jobs based not on their potential to create businesses or new inventions,
but their country of origin. (N=1,624)

Much more likely to support 308 19%
Somewhat more likely to support 361 22%

Neither more nor less likely to support 318 20%
Somewhat less likely to support 178 11%

Much less likely to support 189 12%
Don’t know/No opinion 269 17%

BPC19_4 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing
legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? This legislation would
increase our competitiveness against countries like China, by ensuring we can invite
people with skills and talents to stay and work here, regardless of where they come
from. (N=1,626)

Much more likely to support 380 23%
Somewhat more likely to support 455 28%

Neither more nor less likely to support 299 18%
Somewhat less likely to support 113 7%

Much less likely to support 142 9%
Don’t know/No opinion 237 15%
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BPC19_5 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing

legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? By allowing people
from China and India to get green cards without long waits, we can screen and vet
them while they are here to make sure they aren’t national security threats, and help
Chinese nationals who want to leave China and can benefit our economy. (N=1,569)

Much more likely to support 272 17%
Somewhat more likely to support 402 26%

Neither more nor less likely to support 301 19%
Somewhat less likely to support 171 11%

Much less likely to support 214 14%
Don’t know/No opinion 208 13%

BPC19_7 Below are statements some have made about the impact of Congress passing
legislation to remove the per-country cap. Do these statements make you more or less
likely to support this legislation, or have no impact either way? The legislation is in
line with our history as a nation of immigrants, since it would give more immigrants
the opportunity to create a life for themselves in the United States. (N=1,557)

Much more likely to support 292 19%
Somewhat more likely to support 404 26%

Neither more nor less likely to support 343 22%
Somewhat less likely to support 145 9%

Much less likely to support 146 9%
Don’t know/No opinion 227 15%
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BPC20 Of the same list of statements, which one makes you most likely to support Congress

passing legislation to remove the per-country cap?
This legislation would do away with discrimination in
immigration policy by ending rules that punish people
from India and China simply because these countries
have the most applicants for employment-based green

cards.

107 5%

This legislation would fix the current system which is
unfair to people coming from countries with more

applicants for green cards, making them wait decades
without the ability to change employers easily, or get
promoted, and sometimes results in their children

growing up and not being able to stay with them in the
United States.

207 10%

This legislation would open up American innovation by
removing a cap that discriminates against people

sponsored for jobs based not on their potential to create
businesses or new inventions, but their country of

origin.

115 6%

This legislation would increase our competitiveness
against countries like China, by ensuring we can invite

people with skills and talents to stay and work here,
regardless of where they come from.

217 11%

By allowing people from China and India to get green
cards without long waits, we can screen and vet them
while they are here to make sure they aren’t national

security threats, and help Chinese nationals who want
to leave China and can benefit our economy.

107 5%

The legislation would grow the economy by billions of
dollars every year by helping more immigrants gain

permanent residency and fill some of the 10 million job
openings in the United States.

222 11%

The legislation is in line with our history as a nation of
immigrants, since it would give more immigrants the

opportunity to create a life for themselves in the United
States.

152 8%

The legislation would help communities thrive by
opening the door for more immigrants to work at local

businesses or start new ones of their own.

71 4%

The legislation would help create the economy of the
future in fields like artificial intelligence here in the
United States by opening the door to high-skilled

immigrants eager to innovate.

142 7%

The bill would return basic humanity to our
immigration system by giving immigrants the ability to

have the certainty they need to build their lives here.

179 9%

Don’t know/No opinion 487 24%
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BPC21 Sometimes in surveys like this people change their mind. Based on what you know, do

you support or oppose Congress passing legislation to remove the per-country cap?
Strongly support 364 18%

Somewhat support 678 34%
Somewhat oppose 329 16%
Strongly oppose 256 13%

Don’t know/No opinion 379 19%
Note: Group proportions may total to larger than one-hundred percent due to rounding. All statistics are calcu-
lated for registered voters with demographic post-stratification weights applied.
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Respondent Demographics Summary

Summary Statistics of Survey Respondent Demographics
Demographic Group Frequency Percentage

xdemAll Registered Voters 2006 100%

xdemGender Gender: Male 946 47%
Gender: Female 1060 53%

N 2006

age Age: 18-34 516 26%
Age: 35-44 308 15%
Age: 45-64 682 34%
Age: 65+ 499 25%

N 2006

demAgeGeneration GenZers: 1997-2012 155 8%
Millennials: 1981-1996 593 30%
GenXers: 1965-1980 459 23%

Baby Boomers: 1946-1964 734 37%
N 1941

xpid3 PID: Dem (no lean) 765 38%
PID: Ind (no lean) 484 24%
PID: Rep (no lean) 757 38%

N 2006

xpidGender PID/Gender: DemMen 332 17%
PID/Gender: DemWomen 434 22%

PID/Gender: Ind Men 222 11%
PID/Gender: Ind Women 262 13%

PID/Gender: Rep Men 392 20%
PID/Gender: Rep Women 364 18%

N 2006

xdemIdeo3 Ideo: Liberal (1-3) 611 30%
Ideo: Moderate (4) 514 26%

Ideo: Conservative (5-7) 763 38%
N 1888

xeduc3 Educ: < College 1211 60%
Educ: Bachelors degree 503 25%

Educ: Post-grad 292 15%
N 2006

Continued on next page
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Summary Statistics of Survey Respondent Demographics
Demographic Group Frequency Percentage

xdemInc3 Income: Under 50k 826 41%
Income: 50k-100k 806 40%

Income: 100k+ 374 19%
N 2006

xdemReligion All Christian 994 50%
All Non-Christian 105 5%

Atheist 80 4%
Agnostic/Nothing in particular 481 24%

Something Else 346 17%
N 2006

xdemReligOther Religious Non-Protestant/Catholic 119 6%

xdemEvang Evangelical 551 27%
Non-Evangelical 738 37%

N 1289

xdemUsr Community: Urban 495 25%
Community: Suburban 1006 50%

Community: Rural 505 25%
N 2006

xdemEmploy Employ: Private Sector 719 36%
Employ: Government 155 8%

Employ: Self-Employed 167 8%
Employ: Homemaker 142 7%

Employ: Student 44 2%
Employ: Retired 536 27%

Employ: Unemployed 162 8%
Employ: Other 82 4%

N 2006

xdemMilHH1 Military HH: Yes 311 16%
Military HH: No 1695 84%

N 2006

xreg4 4-Region: Northeast 354 18%
4-Region: Midwest 446 22%

4-Region: South 749 37%
4-Region: West 457 23%

N 2006

Continued on next page
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Summary Statistics of Survey Respondent Demographics
Demographic Group Frequency Percentage

BPCxdem1 Income: Under 50k 826 41%
Income: 50k-75k 476 24%

Income: 75k+ 704 35%
N 2006

BPCxdem2 Work in Tech Industry 51 3%

BPCxdem3 Familiar with Green Cards 1090 54%
Not Familiar with Green Cards 916 46%

N 2006

BPCxdem4 Know Someone Who Has GoneThrough Green
Card Process

662 33%

BPCxdem5 Initial Support 928 46%
Initial Oppose 636 32%
Initial DK/NO 442 22%

N 2006

BPCxdem6 Initial Strong Oppose 282 14%

BPCxdem7 Final Support 1042 52%
Final Oppose 585 29%
Final DK/NO 379 19%

N 2006

BPCxdem8 Support Imm.+ High Skilled Imm. 1208 60%

BPCxdem9 Support Imm. + Oppose High Skilled Imm. 18 1%

BPCxdem10 Oppose Imm. + Oppose High Skilled Imm. 273 14%

BPCxdem11 Oppose Imm. + Support High Skilled Imm. 255 13%

Note: Group proportions may total to larger than one-hundred percent due to rounding. All statistics are calcu-
lated with demographic post-stratification weights applied.
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